By integrating a variety of current
and new network systems,
business users using Immotix will
benefit from highest security,
comfort and help save costs.

Contact an Immotix Representative Today:

Smart Buildings for
Happy Users

Secure Internet of Things
in your office buildings?
> Immotix is a leading organization in the field
of home automation and domotics, bridging
the gap of technology producers, open
standards and -of course- business users
> Customers experience a sharp increase of
business-benefits by integrating different
technology-segments, compared to standalone systems
> Internet-of-Things is growing at breathtaking
pace, more rapidly than the adoption of
mobile devices
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> Highest Security
> Enhanced Productivity
> Energy Savings

> Internet of Things
> Freedom of Choice
> Happy Users

> Real-time Software
Platform for Smart
Buildings

In most buildings, many devices and systems like camera’s,
access systems and office equipment are connected to the
internet. People expect to use and manage these devices
everywhere and anywhere, using their device of choice. The
Internet of Things is coming to all of us rapidly.

> Adopts IP technology
standards ONVIF, Dali,
VOIP and wireless
protocols
> Unlimited Everything:
Users, groups,
devices, buildings,
locations, etc.
> Software platform on
Microsoft‘s development
technology, resides ‘inhouse’
> Highest encryption
techniques applied, incl.
real-time security policy
> Partner network
provides newest
hardware technology

www.immotix.com

Smart Building Solutions for Happy Users
Immotix is built around the
concept of many individuals
using a building. Owners,
facilitators, employees and
visitors; everybody will benefit
by bringing a large variety of
common and often
unconsciously used technology
to one single platform.

A connected world sounds
futuristic and vulnerable to
hackers. Immotix provides ease
of mind in this new arena.

Typical use starts with
connecting existing equipment.
Customers explore and
familiarize using the Immotix
App. When additional systems
and devices become part of
the Immotix network,
customers experience a sharp
increase of business benefit.

INTERNET OF THINGS
Immotix adopts most standard
access, security and office
network technology. We team
up with many well-known
vendors, using world
standards. We unlock and
enrich build-in functionality
and let you benefit from the
Internet of Things in each of
your office buildings.

HAPPY USERS
Connecting different
technology, like a climate
system with an access control
system, provides a platform to
manage costs and improve
comfort hence productivity.

Immotix believes Happy Users
are people in control of their
working environment, relieved
of technology burdens.
Surrounding office equipment
works seamless with
productivity tools.

The vast functionality of
personalized ‘if-this-then-that‘
business rules often surprise
users, bringing each day a ☺ to
their face!

SECURING YOUR FUTURE
Using very high encryption,
Immotix cares for outside
vulnerability.
Combining (camera) security,
fire-detection and access
control systems can become a
life-saving answer in case of an
emergency. Immotix allows to
add rules and alerts so besides
security personnel all users can
be alerted simultaneously.

